COMMUNITY

Life is in a constant state of f lux.
Art can be too; but is it possible for
an art space?
tarpspace is a new, mobile artist run initiative (ARI) that explores this idea. Following in the footsteps of other ARIs (like Simon Barney’s Briefcase Gallery of the mid 2000’s, Sydney’s International Noise Guerrilla ARI or Portugal’s Made Out Gallery
located on the back of a truck), tarpspace aims to push the boundaries of how and where art can be presented. But rather than be
restricted by a site, or even a form, the only consistent factor is
the use of a large, blue tarpaulin.

E

stablished in 2012 by three South Australian based artists, Henry Walker, Brad Lay and myself, tarpspace was
developed as an Australia-wide project, and seen as a
way that we could make connections between regional and urban
art communities. An offshoot of Henry’s Mobile Studio (or HMS,
a project involving Henry, his van, lots of paint and an epic drive
around the country), tarpspace became a way to involve others
with our ideas.
After calling for proposals right across the country, eight projects were selected to form a rough itinerary for our travels. Using
a piece of tarpaulin as the starting point, the artists were encouraged to think about ways in which it could be used to extend the
physical and conceptual framework of an art space. At its most
conventional we could turn it into a 3 x 3 x 3 metre housing for
a work at a particular location but the exact structure, shape or
role of the tarpaulin in relation to the art work, idea and site was
left to the discretion of those involved. Work could be presented
within, around or on the tarpaulin or the tarpaulin itself could
be used as the material – we were prepared to do anything and
go anywhere. The possibilities were endless, and each idea we received was vastly different from the last.

The first tarpspace project: Will
H e a t h c o a t e ’s l a n d s c a p e p a i n t i n g
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Tarp-ossibilities
Jessie Lumb
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F l o a t i n g t a r p s p a c e , A l b a n y, W A

Ashley Hunter: an artist locals
rav e a b o u t i n O n e A r m Po i n t , WA
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I

n preparation for the trip, and to explore some of ideas of our own, we undertook a
series of developmental projects in the early part of this year. These involved using
the tarp as a drop sheet to record the marks made by Will Heathcote as he painted a
large fallen tree branch on a farm in South Australia’s South East; driving over a cube formation with a 4WD in a Melbourne laneway to make an abstract sculpture; and building an entrance tunnel to a music festival in Adelaide. These initial projects culminated in a tarp party
at Seaford Beach to celebrate our take-off which included a tarp space gallery filled to the
brim with paintings by Jungle; tarp origami cranes by Ben Furner; a black tarp perspective
sculpture built by James Marshall that created a void when looking at the ocean; large tarp
drawings by James Dodd; tiny tarp drawings by Will Cheesman; a glowing blue tarp light by
Jemimah Davis; and a floating tarp island, (complete with boat tours), by Brad Lay.

H

enry left Adelaide in May, moving in a clockwise direction around Australia.
With little more lined up than the initial eight projects, the whole trip was open
to the possibilities of what was discovered along the road. A stop in Albany for
a residency allowed for a workshop to be conducted with locals at the Vancouver Arts Centre, resulting in the creation of a floating tarpspace cube at the Sunday Boat Shed markets.
Further travels in WA involved tarp kites on a headland, a tarp construction in a forest and a
tarp dropped from some of the world’s tallest trees.

O

ur first official project happened in Broome in mid-July with Melbourne artist
Andrew Treloar presenting ‘Movement Snare’ at the Courthouse Markets and
other locations around town. Painting a large anamorphic figure, his studio became anywhere he could lay his tarp – Cable Beach, Windjana Gorge, the backpacker studio
and an old croc park. Initially planned to fit within a freestanding structure as a way to playfully trap the viewer, the work changed to suit the environment and developed into a different form altogether. Seen properly only from a certain angle, the work created movement,
but also a trap, as viewers walked back and forth to gain the right perspective.

Artist Jungle Phillips fills the tarp galler y to
the brim with paintings, Seaford Beach, SA
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W

hat have we learnt from our journey so far? That nothing is definite and everything is a possibility. Plans can go awry, circumstances change, and what is
created in the process is usually better. Our already in flux art space becomes
even more so as time goes on. When the wooden framework was accidentally left behind in
Adelaide we began to adapt each work to the materials that could be found in situ. Things are
always changing depending on the people that we meet and how they engage with the project. Quickly we are learning that the best way is to go in with the barest of plans and remain
wide open to the amazing things that will happen.

F

uture projects are planned in Darwin in August with Siying Zhou; Northern Queensland in September with Noriko Nakamura; Murwillumbah in Northern New South
Wales in mid-October with the residents of Studio 85; on the Hay Plain New South
Wales in late October with Sabine Pagan; in North West and Central Victoria in November
with Therese Keogh; and we finish up the year with a tarp party in Launceston in December
with Tasmanian trio Team Textiles. The eighth, with British artist Louise Kenward, will happen in early 2014 when she makes it to Australia. Documentation from each project will be
broadcast live via the internet to a partner ARI interstate and included on our website and
Facebook page. Although we each have our own ideas about how things will work, we also
look forward to how they might change.

Flux is a fancy way of saying that life is impermanent, and that nothing stays the same, but this just
means that there are endless possibilities, in art and
in life. In part, this is what the tar pspace journey is
all about.
To see what a piece of blue tarp can be, and to follow us on our journey around Australia,
like us on www.facebook.com/tarpspace, check out www.tarpspace.com and donate to our
fundraiser at www.pozible.com/tarpspace.
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A n d r e w T r e l o a r ’s o u t d o o r s t u d i o
at W ind jana Gorge, WA
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